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1.       Please briefly summarize your background, qualifications, and reasons for 
seeking to serve on the Albany City Council. 
 
I am a lifelong Albany resident and would bring a new perspective to Albany’s 
government. I grew up here, graduating Albany High School in 2014, and have been 
profoundly shaped by Albany’s politics. After university, I returned to my hometown with 
the goal of improving my community. Since then I have done so via my work as a 
Housing Analyst with Alameda County’s Housing and Community Development 
Department, on Albany’s Economic Development Committee, and as a lead organizer 
for Voter Choice Albany. Through my work I know Albany faces many challenges. The 
energy, inventiveness and radical thinking of my generation are needed to solve the 
issues of housing affordability, electoral reform, racial injustice, and COVID-19. I am 
running to bring this perspective, and a strong progressive voice, to the City Council.  
 
2.    What is your vision for future development in Albany? Do you have any specific 
ideas towards creating affordable housing and/or emergency housing? 
 
I envision much more development in Albany, especially of affordable housing. I would 
push that Albany eliminate parking requirements, loosen development regulations, up 
zone large areas of single-family zoning to allow multiple units to be developed on one 
parcel, and pass an affordable housing bond to fund affordable housing development. 
Additionally, using my position as a city councilmember I would advocate for regional 
and statewide solutions and policy changes. Housing is a large scale collective action 
problem and requires action on the local, regional, state and Federal level, but the 
experience of local governments on the front line of the crisis means we bear an 
outsized role in advocating for change. 
 
Albany also needs to expand its homeless services by giving additional funding for our 
shower program, creating a homeless shelter, and sending mental health and social 
care workers to assist homeless residents in need (instead of police). These measures 



can be accomplished via diverting funds from the police budget and passing a housing 
bond. Finally, my experience working in housing has shown me that homelessness is a 
regional problem that is based on supply and housing affordability. The best way to 
solve homelessness is provide affordable housing and Housing First programs. 
 
3.       Are you familiar with Albany’s Climate Action 
Plan?  https://www.albanyca.org/departments/sustainability/climate-action-plan  
 
The City’s General Plan includes ambitious emissions reductions goals of 60% by 2035, 
and net zero emissions by 2050, and on December 2, 2019 the City Council changed 
greenhouse gas reductions targets to 70% by 2035 and net zero emissions by 2045. 
What ideas and goals do you have for achieving this during your tenure on the City 
Council? 
 
I am familiar with the Climate Action Plan, having reviewed it in my role on the 
Economic Development Committee. The plan sets strategic and realistic goals, however 
they will only be achieved if our leaders keep them in mind with every possible. While 
switching over to EBCE’s brilliant 100 was an important step, as this plan is not 
economically feasible Albany will need to advocate for updated responses from ECBE. 
This will be especially vital as we transition to completely electric buildings. In order to 
further reduce emissions, we must update our transportation and street network to 
disincentivize cars and enable alternative means of transportation. Finally, dense infill 
housing in communities like ours is a vital part of climate change prevention as it 
decreases commute times and ensures low income residents are not pushed into areas 
where they suffer the worst effects of climate change.   
 
4.       The following are the 10 Key Values of the Green Party (more details available 
at: http://www.cagreens.org/ten-key-values).  In view of these values, why do you feel 
your candidacy merits Green Party endorsement? 
 
Green Party 10 Key Values: 
 
1)      Ecological wisdom 
 
My generation grew up aware of the effect climate change will have on our entire lives. 
For this reason, I believe our protection of the environment must be a part of every 
policy.  
 
2)      Social Justice 
 
I am committed to achieving social justice in our city. The murder of George Floyd has 
sparked a national moment of reckoning that Albany must respond to by examining our 
own systematic racism and changing the role of police.   
 
3)      Nonviolence 
 



As noted in my previous answer, we must reexamine our policing to provide violence 
free solutions to our social ills.  
 
4)      Grassroots democracy 
 
Grassroots democracy is vital to a healthy democracy. As a lead organizer for Voter 
Choice Albany I have worked with a grassroots organization of Albany residents to pass 
electoral reform. A central focus of my academic studies has been the improvement of 
our political culture, which can only be accomplished by a mix of grassroots, bottom-up 
organizing and larger scale national and state changes to our democratic institutions.  
 
5)      Decentralization 
 
Decentralization is a laudable goal dependent on the context of the issue being 
decentralized.  
 
6)      Community based economics 
 
As the Vice-chair of the Albany Economic Development Committee, support for our 
local businesses is a central focus, especially given COVID-19.  
 
7)      Feminism 
 
We can always do more to advance gender equality. My work on Ranked Choice Voting 
is a vital step towards ensuring more women are elected.  
 
8)      Respect for diversity 
 
Diversity is one of our greatest strengths as a community. My work on Ranked Choice 
Voting will ensure that a greater diversity of perspectives, political viewpoints and ethnic 
backgrounds is represented in our government.  
 
9)      Personal and global responsibility 
 
It is the responsibility of every local leader to keep our larger place in the nation, world, 
and our political culture in mind with every policy. As a current public policy graduate 
student at UC Berkeley, I believe I am extremely well suited to accomplish this ideal.  
 
10)    Sustainability 
 
As I mentioned in a previous answer, our response to climate change must inform our 
every action. As a millennial, this is a goal that has been ingrained in me my entire life. 
  
 
5.  How would you assess the City of Albany’s response to Covid-19?  What would you 
have done differently and/or what ideas to you have for addressing the pandemic? 



Our City’s response to COVID-19 has been mostly effective. Due in small part to my 
lobbying, our city eviction moratorium, based in part on the County eviction moratorium I 
helped write, is one of the strongest around. However, COVID-19 is an issue that will 
require continued support for residents and businesses who are struggling. Our leaders 
need to advocate for rental relief from the County, State and Federal government. 
Additionally, we must provide flexibility and information to businesses struggling to 
recover.  
 
6.  What are your views on Black Lives Matter and related efforts towards righting 
systemic racism, and what in your opinion can cities such as Albany be doing to further 
these goals?  
 
Albany must rise to meet the moment instigated by the Black Lives Matter protests and 
the murder of George Floyd. We are not immune to systematic racism. We need to 
decrease the funding for and involvement of the police at every level. There are other, 
more equitable and racially just ways to provide for the needs of our community.  
 
7.  What are your thoughts on Ballot Measure __ (no letter assigned yet), to bring Rank 
Choice Voting to Albany?  Are you an endorser of this measure?  Why or why not?  
 
I am one of the lead organizers for this measure.  
 
8.  What are your thoughts on Ballot Measure __ (no letter assigned yet), to increase 
Albany’s Real Property Transfer Tax?  Are you an endorser of this measure?  Why or 
why not?  
 
I have not taken a position on this measure. 
 
9.  What are your thoughts on Ballot Measure __ (no letter assigned yet), increasing the 
Utility Users Tax in Albany?  Are you an endorser of this measure?  Why or why 
not?  Do you believe it will be prudent for the City to increase funding of Climate 
Change initiatives if this measure passes?   
 
I do support this measure. I work closely with Preston Jordan, who has championed this 
measure. I think we should absolutely increase funding for climate change initiatives.  
 
10.  What are your thoughts on Ballot Measure __ (no letter assigned yet), to nearly 
triple the Paramedic Advanced Life Support Fire Engines and Ambulance Special Tax in 
Albany?  Are you an endorser of this measure?  Why or why not?  
 
I am not a supporter of this measure. By charging the same for a small condominium as 
a large house this measure hurts low income households more than higher income 
households. Albany must pass taxes that are more progressive instead of regressive.  


